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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is provided by the Stealthwatch component of the Cisco Cyber Threat Defense solution?
A. real-time awareness of users, devices and traffic on the network
B. real-time threat management to stop DDoS attacks to the core and access networks
C. dynamic threat control for web traffic
D. malware control
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Cisco Stealthwatch is a comprehensive, network telemetry-based, security monitoring and
analytics solution that streamlines incident response through behavioral analysis; detecting
denial of service attacks, anomalous behaviour, malicious activity and insider threats. Based on
a scalable enterprise architecture, Stealthwatch provides near real-time situational awareness
of all users and devices on the network.
Reference: https://www.endace.com/cisco-stealthwatch-solution-brief.pdf Note: Although
answer A seems to be correct but in fact, Stealthwatch does not provide real-time protection
for DDoS attack. It just helps detect DDoS attack only.
Stealthwatch aggregates observed network activity and performs behavioral and policy driven
analytics against what it sees in order to surface problematic activities. While we don't position
our self as a DDOS solution, we're going to leverage our analytical capabilities to identify a
DDoS attack against an internal host using the WebUI.
Reference:
https://www.ciscolive.com/c/dam/r/ciscolive/us/docs/2016/pdf/LTRSEC-8421-LG.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Joe imports records for Sara, a non-active user. Sara's records will be assigned to Joe.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
_______________ is based on a simple principle-statistical probability. In other words, within a
known population of
size n, there will be a fixed probability of selecting any single element.
A. Non-probability sampling
B. Probability sampling
C. Random sampling
D. Systematic sampling
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Der Kunde benötigt alle in PA30 gezeigten Infotypen. Wie stellen Sie PA30 so ein, dass nur die
vom Benutzer benötigten Infotypen angezeigt werden?
A. Entfernen Sie die Infotypen aus der Infogruppe.
B. Entfernen Sie die Infotypen aus dem Infotyp-Menü.
C. Entfernen Sie die Infotypen, indem Sie die Bildüberschrift ändern.
D. Entfernen Sie die Infotypen aus P_ORGIN aus den Berechtigungsrollen der Benutzer.
Answer: B
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